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Abstract 

In July 2014, the European Commission released the Communication on Resource Efficiency 

Opportunities in the Building Sector - COM(2014)445. This Communication describes the need for a 

common European approach to assess the environmental performance of buildings throughout their 

lifecycle. 

Since 2015, the European Commission, under the leadership of DG-ENV and DG-GROW, with the 

support of JRC, have been developed a common European framework in response to this need. A wide 

panel of stakeholders has been involded in a progressive and iterative process. Three main phases 

have been performed: definition of the main macro-objectives, definition of related indicators and writing 

the detailed methodology. France has been involved in this process from the beginnig.  

This voluntary framework, including its related reporting format, was named Level(s). Based on detailed 

guidance documents published by European Commision (EC) and Joint Research Center (JRC) in 

August 2017 (draft beta V1.0), a two-year test phase was carried out in the Member States, which 

started at the end of 2017 and ended in September 2019. 

This report presents the main lessons drawn from the Level(s) test carried out in France in 2018 and 

2019 under the leadership of Alliance HQE - GBC France. The first chapter presents the Level(s) 

framework, the context of the French test, the motivation, the organisation and general feedback from 

the testers. We collected data and feedback on 9 case-studies. The 2nd chapter details the findings and 

feedback according to the 6 macro-objectives. Then a summary of strengths and weaknesses is given 

in the 3rd chapter, together with a comparison between Level(s), E+C- method and HQE certification, as 

well as suggestions for improvement. Conclusions chapter summarizes the findings and the main 

messages from French actors, gives a list of tracks for next steps and briefly presents a new European 

LIFE project on Level(s) dissemination in which Alliance HQE-GBC is involved. Some annexes complete 

the report.  

France is eager to participate in the improvement of Level(s) framework, in particular on the idea of 

setting up principles of equivalence that would higly facilitate its spreading.. 

Positive feedback: 

- Sharing a common language, knowledge and framework about sustainable buildings  

- Strongly relies on LCA standards developed by CEN TC350, mainly EN 15804 and EN 15978. 

Main suggestions for improvement: 

- Level(s) for all building types and at any time of life cycle: need a methodology for renovated 

building and for mixed building, and other non residential type of building (e.g. school, hostel …)  

- Examples of calculation would be appreciated for each indicator. 

- Homogenize the perimeters in each level(s) and create generic data for first level(s) to be easily  

upgraded to the next level. 

- Set up principles of equivalence  
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1 Part 1: General overview of the French test 

1.1 Level(s): What and why? 

1.1.1 The structure of Level(s) 

The Level(s) framework was developed by the European Commission with the scientific and technical 

support of the Joint Research Center (JRC). This framework is the result of a large concertation and 

cooperation with different kinds of experts and stakeholders from EU countries, started in 2015. It is 

structured against 6 macro-objectives dealing with the main aspects and concerns regarding buildings 

sustainability. For environmental issues, the methodology is mainly based on LCA principles and 

standards, such as EN 15804 (at construction product scale) and EN 15978 (at building scale).  

The aim is to get a common language in Europe about sustainable buildings performance with a 

harmonized set of core indicators and related methods, throughout buildings lifecycle.  

The following Table 1 lists the 6 macro-objectives and related indicators and tools. Moreover, the 

environmental performances, including LCA according to EN 15978, are gathered in a seventh part 

called ”Overarching assessment tool”.  

Table 1: Overview of Level(s) framework:  
Thematic areas, Macro-Objectives, Indicators and Tools 

Thematic 

area 
Macro Objective Indicator or Tool 

L
if
e

 c
y
c
le

 e
n
v
ir

o
n

m
e
n

ta
l 
p

e
rf

o
rm

a
n

c
e

 1: Greenhouse gas emissions along 

a buildings life cycle 

Indicator 1.1 Use stage energy performance 

Indicator 1.2 Life cycle Global Warming Potential 

2: Resource efficient and circular 

material life cycles 

Tool 2.1 Life cycle tools: Building bill of materials 

Tool 2.2 - Scenario 1 Building and elemental service life 

planning 

Tool 2.2 - Scenario 2 Design for adaptability and 

refurbishment 

Tool 2.2 - Scenario 3 Design for deconstruction, reuse and  

recyclability 

Indicator 2.3 Construction and demolition waste 

3: Efficient use of water resources Indicator 3.1 Total water consumption 

 Overarching assessment tool Life cycle tool: Cradle to cradle Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 

Health 

and 

comfort 

4: Healthy and comfortable spaces 
Indicator 4.1 Indoor air quality 

Indicator 4.2 Time outside of thermal comfort range 

Cost, risk 

and 

value 

5: Adaptation and resilience to  

climate change 

Tool 5.1 Scenarios for projected future climatic conditions: 

Protection of occupier health and thermal comfort 

6: Optimised life cycle cost and value 
Indicator 6.1 Life cycle costs 

Indicator 6.2 Value creation and risk factors 

Behind each indicator, there is often a sub-set of indicators. Figure 1 shows the Level(s) framework 

more in details. 
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The scope of Level(s) covers offices and residential buildings, both new construction and renovation, 

although the methodology for renovation projects is not explicitely given. This last point would need 

improvement. implement the framework correspond both to different levels of maturity and different 

objectives. The following figure (2) explains the philosophy of these 3 levels. 

The framework is developed according to 3 levels, L1, L2 and L3, whose purpose is respectively 

minimum assessment, comparative assessment and optimized assessment. These 3 possible ways to  

Figure 2: The three levels of performance assessment 
(Source: Level(s) framework, JRC, august 2017) 

Figure 1: Level(s) macro-objectives and detailed related-indicators  
(Source: Level(s) framework, JRC, august 2017) 
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Description, detailed technical guidance and Excel reporting tool have been provided to testers. The two 

documents detailing the framework on L1, L2 and L3 levels were initially developed in English, but 

translations have been provided in French and 4 other languages. Some key documents are also 

available in six languages. 

The two official websites for information on Level(s) project are : 

• European Commission / DG Environment 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/buildings.htm  

• EC Joint Reserch Center (JRC, scientific and technical support for Level(s)) 

https://susproc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Efficient_Buildings/ 

1.1.2 Why France has been interested in testing Level(s) ? 

Level(s) is an experimentation where the framework is tested in different countries. France was 

interested to know the level of knowledge in France and also in other countries about the subject of 

sustainable building. Level(s) could be a common language in Europe and France wants to feed this 

test with its own experience and experimentation in sustainable buildings. 

In addition, French testers would see how to work with other tools, look at the building with a different 

eye because of different methodologies to answer the EC/JRC method. 

Furthermore, in France another experimentation is also implemented in parallel, called “positive energy 

and low carbon experimentation” (E+C-). This experimentation is the first step before regulation in 2020 

and can be used like a beginning of spread of Level(s) implementation in the French context. Indeed 

E+C- includes life cycle assessment in its method. 

1.2 France: a future environmental regulation for 2020 based on E+C- 

experimentation 

The current thermal regulation for new buildings, RT 2012, contains energy requirements expressed in 

terms of envelope efficiency (Bbio coeff.) and of primary energy consumption for regulated uses (Cep 

coeff.). Another requirement checks avoidance of thermal discomfort during summer (Tic, conventional 

indoor temperature).  

In november 2016, the ministry for the Ecological and Inclusive Transition and the ministry of Territorial 

Cohesion, launched an experimentation based on a new methodology developed by CSTB and a 

working group of stakeholders, under the leadership of the ministries. The intention was to prepare the 

future regulation for new buildings, including not only energetic and summer comfort, but also 

progression towards low-carbon buildings. “Low-carbon” includes GHG emissions not only during 

operation but all along the building life cycle. This political orientation has given a name to the method 

and the experimentation: “E+C-”. A national Internet platform, the “E+C- Observatory” has been created 

for collecting the detailed results of full-scale case studies, including also economic data. The website1 

 
 
1 Website : http://www.batiment-energiecarbone.fr/ (French/English information but the detailed 
technical frameworks for energy and carbon calculation are not available in English). 

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eussd/buildings.htm
https://susproc.jrc.ec.europa.eu/Efficient_Buildings/
http://www.batiment-energiecarbone.fr/
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hosting this observatory gives access to useful information and explains all methodologies regarding 

energy and carbon, in terms of calculation methods and performance levels. In parallel, a E+C- label 

was created, and the three main building certifications regarding energy and environment in France 

(HQE, Effinergie and BBCA) used E+C- method as a prerequisite. 

In november 2019 more than 1000 buildings have tested the E+C- method and are documented in the 

Observatory.  

During the E+C- experimentation, various LCA datasets may be used for calculation of environmental 

impacts: specific EPDs of construction products and equipment, complemented by default-generic 

datasets provided by the Ministry, to be used when specific data are lacking, all gathered in the French 

INIES database2. This latter also contains conventional data for equipment and services in order to 

perform building LCA studies, offering a certain level of simplification. It is also possible to use several 

EPD generators called “configurators” (Internet tools) for three construction industries: “SAVE” for steel 

products, “Bétie” for ready-mixed concrete and “DE-Bois”3 for timber products. All these data need to be 

combined and processed in building LCA software tools complying with E+C- method. For the French 

experimentation, 8 building LCA tools (not only French ones) are officially recognized as E+C- 

compliant, in terms of method and of outputs.  

1.2.1 E+C- methodology 

Energy calculation method 

The improvements in building energy performance being targeted by current – RT 2012 - and future 

regulations are based on a progressive process : 

- reducing energy demand and improving efficiency of energy systems in order to limit consumption 

per building ; 

- turning to renewable energy sources in order to reduce non-renewable consumption. 

The method used for E+C- experimentation is based on three key indicators : 

Bbio indicator representing energy needs in terms of heating, cooling and artificial lighting 

Cep indicator representing energy consumption due to heating, cooling, artificial lighting and 

ventilation, as well as accessory sources. 

 
 
2 INIES website (free access): https://www.inies.fr/accueil/ (French) or https://www.inies.fr/home/ 
(English, but EPDs are presented in French).  
3 SAVE configurator: https://www.save-construction.com/ 
Bétie configurator: http://ns381308.ovh.net/ecobilan/login.html  
DE-Bois configurator: http://de-bois.fr/  
An EPD configurator has been recently developped by CERIB for prefabricated concrete elements, 
called Environnement IB.  
For bio-based products an EPD configurator is expected by the end of 2019, called Akacia, developed 
by Karibati and EVEA Conseil, see  https://akacia.evea-conseil.net/ 

https://www.inies.fr/accueil/
https://www.inies.fr/home/
https://www.save-construction.com/
https://www.save-construction.com/
http://ns381308.ovh.net/ecobilan/login.html
http://de-bois.fr/
http://de-bois.fr/
https://akacia.evea-conseil.net/
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BEPOS 

Rating 

“BEPOS” is the French equivalent for “net zero energy” 

This indicator is established based on all equipment and devices used by the building, 

and distinguishes between renewable and non-renewable energy. 

 

Environmental and Carbon calculation method used for E+C- 

This evaluation is based on the principle of Life Cycle Analysis (LCA), and largely on the NF EN 15978 

standard. 

Depending on the method used (simplified or detailed), the number of environmental indicators to be 

calculated may vary from 9 to 28. These environmental indicators are determined for each phase of a 

building’s life cycle, and their calculation is broken down across four contributors (figure 3): 

 

The building’s environmental impact is obtained by totalling up the environmental impact of each 

contributor. The environmental benefits of exported energy, and the re-use or recycling of products 

beyond the building’s life cycle, may also be taken into account in the calculation. 

For more information, see on Annex 5.1. 

1.2.2 E+C- results 

The main statistical figures 4 concerning projects gathered in the Observatory are given in the following 

tables. They are regularly up-dated on the website of the experimentation. All types of projects are 

mixed: E+C- labelled, certified like HQE or just auto-declared. 

 

Figure 3:Stages in the life cycle of a building 
(Source: Batiment Energie Carbone, February 2019) 
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Figure 4: E+C- Observatory – Overall statistics 4 (nov. 2019) 

The Observatory contains a lot of residential buildings. Among tertiary buildings, offices are well 

represented, some teaching buildings are also present but the other types are very few. The 

performance table shows the difficulty to be efficient both in terms of energy and carbon. A significant 

number of projects do not reach carbon requirement so certain carbon thresholds will need to be refined.  

Thanks to this E+C- experimentation, French professionnels gained experience on GHG emissions 

calculation over the building life cycle and progressively became more familiar with LCA data bases and 

tools. Training sessions dealing with energy-carbon methodology and LCA practice have been 

developed these last years, including qualification of “lead experts” called “Référents E+C-“. This 

situation is an excellent springboard for the preparation and implementation of the future regulation. 

The future Fench regulation for new buildings, called RE 2020, “E” meaning environmental, is being 

prepared during 2019 and 2020, under the supervision of the two ministries (Ministry for an ecological 

and solidary transition, Minsitry of territorial cohesion and relations with local authorities), involving 

experts groups, concertation groups and an application group.  

The recent works have specified the performance calculation methods, for energy and carbon, and will 

be followed by the requirements setting (thresholds, modulation factors, safeguards, etc.). The 

regulation texts will be released mid-2020. After an approval circuit, it is expected that this regulation 

will come into force at the end of 2020. 

Finally, the methodology of the new environmental regulation RE 2020 will respect the overall philosophy 

of the E+C- method but will differ from it on several aspects. This is because some points have been 

analysed and discussed again among stakeholders, on the basis of new technical calculations and tests, 

and because of final political choices, in terms of method and of requirements.  

 
 
4 http://observatoire.batiment-energiecarbone.fr/statistiques/experimentation-en-chiffres/   
 

http://observatoire.batiment-energiecarbone.fr/statistiques/experimentation-en-chiffres/
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1.3 Testing of Level(s) 

1.3.1 Testing in EU and France 

The European commission has developed Level(s): a reporting framework to improve the sustainability 

of buildings. In April 2018, a testing phase was opened. Over 20 countries and more than 130 buildings 

have been registered. It is important to note that France is one of the most active countries with 21 

construction projects, 13 residential and 8 office buildings (figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Number of case studies testing Leves(s) in Europe.  
(Source: European Commission, 2019). 

In France, the Green Building Council, that is Alliance HQE-GBC, organized a national community. 14 

out of 21 projects buildings joined it. At the time of writing, 4 gave up and 9 sent to us their results and 

feedback shown in table 2. 
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Table 2: List of case-studies and testers received in September 2019 

Name of the project Organism HQE Certification Type of project Type of building 

Tour Saint-Gobain Artélia group Certified new residential 

Micheville Bât D 
Bouygues 

Construction 
Approache 

new office 

MI Chuzelles Cerema Not certified new mix 

Résidence Bon Pasteur Cerema Approach renovated office 

Flow Covivio Certified new other 

Les tours du Jardin de 

l'Arche 
Egis Certified 

new office 

Meriadeck Nobatek/INEF4 Certified new residential 

EHPAD Port en Bessin Vinci Certified new residential 

Armorique II  Lafarge Hoclim Not certified new residential 

The fact that some testers abandoned this experimentation was mainly due to lack of time. Indeed they 

preferred to focus on E+C- experimentation instead of Level(s) experimentation. The other reason was 

the time spent to understand the guidance and recalculate everything. 

1.3.2 Scope of the test in France 

For French testers, the aim was to test different indicators and compare EC-JRC experimentation and 

current studies performed in and for French market (table 3).  

Table 3: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings.  
A colour code shows for each building which indicators and tools have been tested and at which level.  

(Level 1: yellow, Level 2: blue, Level 3: green) 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Indicator 1.1: Use stage energy performance L2 L2 L1 L1 L2 L1 L1 L1 L2 

Indicator 1.2: Life cycle Global Warming 
Potential L2 L3 L1 L1 L2 L1 L1 L1 L2 

Tool 2.1: Life cycle tools: Building bill of 
materials L2 - L1 - L1 - L1 L1 L2 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 1 -Building and elemental 
service life planning L2 L1 L1 - L1 - L1 L1 - 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 2 - Design for adaptability and 
refurbishment L2 L2 L1 L1 - - - - - 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 3 - Design for deconstruction, 
reuse and recyclability - L2 - L1 - - - - - 

Indicator 2.3: Construction and demolition waste L2 L2 - L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 
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Indicator 3.1: Total water consumption L2 L3 L1 L3 L2 L3 L1 L1 L1 

Indicator 4.1: Indoor quality L1 L1 L1 - L1 L1 L1 L1 - 

Indicator 4.2: Time outside of thermal comfort 
range - L1 L1 - L3 L1 L1 L1 - 

Tool 5.1: Scenarios for projected future climatic 
conditions  - - - - - - - - - 

Indicator 6.1: Life cycle costs - - - - - - - - - 

Indicator 6.2: Value creation and risk factors used used used used used - used used used 

Cradle to cradle Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) L2 L3 - - L2 L1 L1 L1 - 

 

The testers implemented almost all indicators except those of macro-objectives 5 (resilience) and 6 (life 

cycle cost).  In most of cases Level 1 was chosen, Level 2 was less frequently chosen, and Level 3 was 

rarely chosen, excepted for the water consumption indicator.  

For this Level(s) test phase, it was allowed to choose for each indicator the level of assessment (L1, L2 

or L3) but in the future, such a flexibility will be limited. Indeed, for consistency reasons, a single 

assessment level should be chosen for the whole assessment, because the level reflects the objective 

of the assessment (common, comparative or optimized). 

The Level(s) framework was tested for different types of construction projects. Among these were 8 new 

buildings and one refurbishment. Building typologies were also diverse, as shown in figure 6 and 7. 

 

Figure 6: Typology of French projects in September 2019 

1

2

1

1

4

TOTAL

mix new

office new

office renovated

other new

residential new
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Figure 7: Calculation of indicators for each building type in September 2019 

1.3.3 How the test was organised 

After Level(s) seminary organized in France with European Commission in November 2017, Alliance 

HQE-GBC launched in June 2018 a call for testing Level(s) in France, supported by ministries. 

With certifiers Certivéa and Cerqual, CSTB and ministries (DHUP), a Technical Committee was created, 

managed by Alliance HQE-GBC. Alliance HQE-GBC centralised testers’ questions and gave answers 

with the help of the Technical Committee or JRC helpdesk. 

Two workshops were organized:  

• The first one at the beginning of the process (October 16th, 2018). The aim of this workshop was 

to explain the test and start to give some advice and identify adaptation that we can do because 

of our regulation. 

• The second one just before the end of the test (May 20th, 2019). The aim of this workshop was 

to get feedback from every tester, namely to understand where were the difficulties, to see 

whether the tools are user-friendly, and to share experiences. 

The data and results of each case study were delivered to Alliance HQE-GBC, using the Level(s)  Excel 

reporting format, and forwarded to the JRC. In a second step, the testers were invited to answer the 

questions of the JRC survey (on-line process), with the assistance of Alliance HQE-GBC. 

The presentation and promotion of the Level(s) test carried out in France and some other countries was 

made during the 8th international congress of sustainable building “Cities to be” organized by Alliance 

HQE-GBC and Novabuild, which took place on 12th and 13th of September 2019 in Angers.  

More information here: https://citiestobe.eu/    

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Cradle to cradle Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)

Indicator 6.2: Value creation and risk factors
Indicator 6.1: Life cycle costs

Tool 5.1: Scenarios for projected future climatic conditions

Indicator 4.2: Time outside of thermal comfort range
Indicator 4.1: Indoor quality

Indicator 3.1: Total water consumption

Indicator 2.3: Construction and demolition waste
Tool 2.2: Scenario 3 - Design for deconstruction, reuse and recyclability

Tool 2.2: Scenario 2 - Design for adaptability and refurbishment
Tool 2.2: Scenario 1 -Building and elemental service life planning

Tool 2.1: Life cycle tools: Building bill of materials

Indicator 1.2: Life cycle Global Warming Potential
Indicator 1.1: Use stage energy performance

mix new office new office renovated other new residential new

https://citiestobe.eu/
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Three events took place during this congress: 

• Conference session: “Towards a European framework of reporting of building environmental 

performance – 1st feedback of Level(s) testers”. 

• Awards ceremony: delivery of Level(s) pilot attestations by Alliance HQE-GBC and European 

Commission to the testers (figure 8). 

• Workshop: discussion about test conclusions, improvements needed and next steps, with the 

participation of an international panel involved in EU projects, some Level(s) testers, plus 

special guests as Josefina Lindblom (European Commission, DG-Environment), James 

Drinkwater and Audrey Nugent (WGBC, European Regional Network of GBCs) and Florian 

Piton (Housing, Urban-planning and Landscape Direction, Ministries of Ecological & Inclusive 

Transition and Cohesion of Territories). 

The presentations made during the conference session and the workshop are given in annex 5.2. 

 

Figure 8: Picture of French testers who received their award by Caroline Lestournelle (member of Alliance HQE-
GBC board) and Josefina Lindblom (DG-ENV) on September 13th 2019 

1.4 Overall feedback from the test 

1.4.1 About the feedback 

For a better understanding, most of testers are engineering consultants (or equivalent) and they are 

familiar with building-LCA. Each project study (building LCA, thermal study, …) was already realized 

before Level(s) experimentation with the help of current regulation, HQE certification or E+C- 

experimentation. The aim was to not recalculate again something usually done before. That’s why 

testers did not modify their calculation.  
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1.4.2 What were the expectations that motivated the use of Level(s)?  

Some actors, as large building owners or large contractors, are working at an international level and 

were highly interested by harmonisation of environmental indicators at EU scale.  

The design and engineering offices were interested in increasing their knowledge and skills, in order to 

be ready to sell new services to their clients. 

The manufacturers of building products who are among the leaders in Europe wanted to be pioneers in 

experimenting and forming their own opinion on Level(s). 

CEREMA was also present among the testers, it is a Public Scientific & Technical Center on Risks, 

Environment, Mobility and Land Use Planning, which acts as a support to public authorities (Ministries, 

local and regional authorities). 

1.4.3 Feedback about the guidance documents 

The difficulty to understand the guidance documents was reported by participants. The reporting tool 

was more intuitive than the guidance documents and was perceived as a stand-alone tool. 

National common practices may differ from Level(s) methodology and this caused extra work. Most of 

test projects already contained lots of data – e.g. floor area, primary energy demand or bill of quantities 

– but with another format or unit. 

It was difficult for all testers to have access to the standards mentioned in the guidance documents (e.g. 

tables on ventilation) and to identify all needed data to fill in the reporting forms. 

It was not easy to juggle between parts 1, 2 and 3 and between levels L1, L2 and L3 in the 2 volumes 

of the guidance documents. 

Examples of evaluation or calculation of each indicator would be necessary to facilitate understanding 

and application. 

2 Findings and feedback, indicator by indicator 

This feedbacks are made by French testers and improvement, suggestions by the technical committee. 

Some existing rules or tools used in France in certification or regulations are explained on this part to 

better understand what has been made by testers group. 

2.1 Macro-Objective 1 - Greenhouse gas emissions along a buildings life 

cycle 

Table 4: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 1 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Indicator 1.1: Use stage energy performance L2 L2 L1 L1 L2 L1 L1 L1 L2 
Indicator 1.2: Life cycle Global Warming 
Potential L2 L3 L1 L1 L2 L1 L1 L1 L2 

Cradle to cradle Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) L2 L3 - - L2 L1 L1 L1 - 
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2.1.1 Reference area unit 

Area units are different in Level(s) and in usual French practice. In France, for E+C- global warming 

assessment, we have chosen the “floor area” known as ”Surface de Plancher” or “SDP”, which has been 

used since 2012 for urban-planning and construction permits. For the energy performance assessment 

we use a dedicated area. We currently don’t use IPMS. As the correspondence between the two area 

units is not explicit (a ready-to-use ratio does not exist) the testers have retained the French SDP. This 

issue of reference area unit has been reopened for RE 2020. 

2.1.2 Energy in operation 

In Level(s) 5 energy uses (the 5 ”regulated” uses) need to be filled in: heating, cooling, ventilation, hot 

water, lighting.  

In RT2012 the same 5 energy uses are calculated. It was easy for testers to fill in. 

E+C- experimentation goes further and include all energy uses , including users’ appliances (currently 

considered as fixed values). 

For RE2020, what is emerging is to take into account all building-related energy uses (excluding 

users’ appliances). 

2.1.3 Assumptions for calculation of GHG emissions through LCA 

The reference study period for buildings is different in Level(s) and in E+C- method, respectively 60 

years and 50 years. The debate was reopened in France and a reference study period has to be defined 

for RE 2020. 

Level(s) asks for GWP sub-indicators which are not included yet in the current versions of EN 

15804(+A1) and EN 15978: fossil, biogenic and LULUC (land use and land use change) GWP. These 

are introduced in the new version of EN 15804(+A2) to be published end of 2019, but its entry into force 

will be postponed (for a maximum of 3 years). So only one line of the GWP reporting format can be filled 

(instead of 5). 

Building LCA is structured according to a series of architectural and technical ”lots” including Shell, Core 

and External Works (the latter are excluded in L1 and L2, included in L3). In E+C- we have the same 

perimeter, the building and the works on its plot of land (as in L3), but the lots are defined a bit differently. 

In building LCA modelling we often face a lack of completeness of the description. The higher 

completeness, the higher GHG emissions are ! There is a need to define a strict perimeter, with default 

values if there are no specific EPDs. It is confusing to have a building scope varying with the level, it 

seems better to adopt the same perimeter for all levels, with a default value for external works in L1 and 

L2. The inclusion of external works on the plot is questionned for the future RE 2020. 

During operation, Level(s) considers GWP linked to energy and water use (upstream processes), but 

should also consider GWP linked to sewerage (downstream processes) and GWP due to refrigerant 

leakages.  
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In the Level(s) reporting format, results are expressed module by module, and not totally for the entire 

life cycle. In France results are generally expressed by contributor and in total, but not by life cycle 

phase. For the future RE 2020, they will also be expressed by life cycle phase. 

Level(s) considers full life cycle for LCA calculation. Since its origin, the French INIES database has 

included full life cycle EPDs, that is calculated from cradle to grave. French experts are attached to that 

full perimeter in LCA studies. 

The indicators of this macro-objective are already covered by our E+C- methodology because this latter 

addresses the same issues. The minor differences noticed between Level(s) and the French 

methodology would lead to extra-work if the objective is to benchmark results across Europe. At the 

current state, results are not stricto-sensu directly comparable. 

The distinction between fossil, biogenic and LULUC GWP is not yet operational because too recently 

introduced in the revision of EN 15804. This distinction is somewhat artificial and misleading because 

GWP due to refrigerants leakages or GWP due to chemical reaction in cement manufacturing are not, 

strictly speaking, “fossil”, “biogenic”, or “land use and land use change” related.  

Another point in Level(s) is that credits from “temporary carbon storage” are to be excluded. It is 

contradictory with the French law on the evolution of housing, planning and digital, called ELAN law, 

enacted in November 2018, requiring to take into account the effects of carbon storage in the LCA 

assessment in the future environmental regulation RE 2020 for new buildings. What is more, an indicator 

accounting for the biogenic carbon stored in the building materials during its service life is required by 

the law.  

2.2 Macro-Objective 2 – Resource efficient and circular material life 

cycles  

 

Table 5: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 2 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Tool 2.1: Life cycle tools: Building bill of 
materials L2 - L1 - L1 - L1 L1 L2 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 1 -Building and elemental 
service life planning L2 L1 L1 - L1 - L1 L1 - 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 2 - Design for adaptability and 
refurbishment L2 L2 L1 L1 - - - - - 

Tool 2.2: Scenario 3 - Design for deconstruction, 
reuse and recyclability - L2 - L1 - - - - - 

Indicator 2.3: Construction and demolition waste L2 L2 - L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 L1 

This macro-objective is very relevant because resource efficiency and circular economy are crucial 

issues, both at product level and at building level. But it is challenging to address them in an harmonised 

and operational way.  

Secondly, when the project is at the preliminary design stage, e.g. at the building permit stage, this 

macro-objective is difficult to implement because design choices are not complete, data are not 

available. It would be interesting to develop criteria adapted to early design stages. When the building 

is built or under construction, the indicators can be calculated and scenarios defined according to actual 

practice and feedback, so in that situation it is feasible to make the assessment. 
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2.2.1 Bill of materials 

The Level(s) approach by material type and not by product family or by lot was rather surprising. As 

quantifying the masses of 4 main material types is not used in France and not easy to do, this was 

perceived as not relevant. In our opinion the best approach is to develop EPDs for well identified 

construction products and equipments and to aggregate them at the building scale through a structured 

list of architectural and technical lots. It is concrete, practical, and corresponds to the organization of 

professionnals (designers and contractors). LCA indicators as ADP (abiotic depletion potential) already 

include certain aspects of resource efficiency.  

It is difficult and not always possible to know the exact nature of materials and related quantities included 

in construction products. Data sets gathered in INIES database don’t always provide this information 

(for instance for default data sets). Sometimes materials are expressed in % and not in mass. Automatic 

arrangement of information according to the 4 main material types does not exist, so this exercise is 

very time consuming.      

2.2.2 Service life planning 

Service lifes for construction products, equipment and    for the whole building are already defined and 

included in INIES database and in LCA tools for buildings. The renewal of each product during the life 

cycle of the building is calculated as a decimal number and automatically taken into account. Where 

appropriate, the LCA tools allow to reduce service lifes of products, but not to extend them.    

2.2.3 Adaptability, deconstruction, reuse…         

The tool chosen by a tester for scenario 3 and L2 was DGNB TEC 1.6, but this tool appeared as not 

clear enough.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Adaptability, reversibility and deconstructibility of buildings, anticipated at the design stage, are very 

important to make longer the service life of buildings and then reduce GES emissions and facilitate 

circular economy. In some French projects under the Level(s) test, a relatively simple adaptability study 

had been made by the architect, this is not a frequent practice to address this issue. Reuse is another 

interesting challenge. In France there are ongoing R&D works dealing with all these topics, as the 

permanent workshop on circular economy in the building sector supported by the Building and Energy 

Foundation funds (Fondation Bâtiment Energie) and managed by CSTB. There are also implementation 

initiatives and experimentations on reuse of building products on construction sites.  

2.2.4 Other alternatives 

When Level(s) framework allows the use of several tools for a same macro-objectif or indicator, on one 

hand it is positively perceived by testers, but on the other hand it makes difficult to compare two projects 

for which two different methods or tools have been used. This is a question especially for Level 2 whose 

aim is comparability and benchmarking in national scale.  

Linked to the BWR 7 “Sustainable use of natural resources” of the Construction Product Regulation 

(CPR), this challenging macro-objective is not yet correctly covered in France, and Level(s) suggested 

tools appears as not well adapted.  
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The current test “HQE Performance” on circular economy, launched in 2019 by Alliance HQE-GBC, and 

R&D works supported by Building and Energy Foundation, will probably bring new answers in the next 

future to this macro-objective. We can also mention calls for tenders / call or projects launched by 

ADEME (French Environment and Energy Agency) on circular economy. Last but not least, certification 

bodies need to correctly address these issues through performance assessment methods. 

To understand better, HQE Performance test is based on Building MFA. The Building MFA method, 

developed by EVEA and Cerqual, provides a visual representation of product and waste flows during 

the lifecycle of a building as well as making use of some of the lesser used indicators in the EPDs. It 

calculates circularity indicators that consider the complete lifecycle of a building operation (construction, 

maintenance, and deconstruction), as follows: 

- Recycled materials (%) 

- Reemployed/reused materials (%) 

- Recycled waste (%) 

- Reemployed/reused waste (%) 

In addition to the above, a locality indicator (transport intensity) is calculated, which can be broken down 

into sub-indicators according to product origin and the product waste management plan. These 

indicators enable the LCA to take into account the impact of transportation associated with the recycling 

of waste as well as with product and equipment supply. 

A diagram representing the perimeter of the system and the considered flows is shown below (figure 9): 

  

Figure 9: perimeter of the system and the considered flows 

This method described in this abstract is supported by an MFA model constructed using Umberto 

software. The model shows product and equipment flows in all building work packages during a 

building’s construction, maintenance and deconstruction. It indicates for each product or equipment the 

ratio between secondary and primary materials used for its production. It also tracks for each product or 

equipment, at each building lifecycle stage, the amount of waste destined for landfill or incineration and 
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the amount of waste to be recycled or reused. This method can be used in the analysis of several types 

of construction projects (offices, collective or individual housing, etc.) including new projects and 

renovations. 

2.3 Macro-Objective 3 – Efficient use of water ressources 

Table 6: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 3 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Indicator 3.1: Total water consumption L2 L3 L1 L3 L2 L3 L1 L1 L1 

2.3.1 Indicator 3.1 Total water consumption  

For each level, there were different difficulties. 

In Level 1, not all water uses are included in the calculation (e.g. dishwashing, rainwater). For testers, 

this is not representative of the use of water ressources. 

In Level 2, some testers would like to change the number of occupied days in the building but it was not 

possible. They think the tool should accept to increase the number of days (but not to decrease it). The 

disadvantage is that the conditions of comparability would be modified… and it is contradictory with the 

objective of Level 2. 

The Level 3 appears to be the most interesting level despite the fact that rainwater is not taken into 

account. This is a limitation of this macro-objective. 

With those different results, testers wonder about the benefit of these 3 scopes completely different 

between the 3 levels. Level 3 perimeter is larger than the two others, making any comparisons not 

relevant. This was disturbing for the testers. 

2.3.2 Other impact non included in indicator 3.1 

In HQE certification, in addition to drinking water use, the use of rainwater minimizing drinking water 

use is taken into account. Indeed, in the tool there is a simulation day by day mixing rainfall data and 

water tank size with uses profiles. 

In E+C- experimentation, not only calculation of quantities of water is taken into account but also: 

- Environmental impact of drinking water use (upstream processes) 

- Environmental impact of wastewater treatment and rainwater management (downstream 

processes) 

These processes represent about 5 to 10% of total GHG emissions of the building life cycle so it is 

not negligible. 

2.4 Macro-Objective 4 – Healthy and comfortable spaces  

Table 7: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 4 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Indicator 4.1: Indoor quality L1 L1 L1 - L1 L1 L1 L1 - 
Indicator 4.2: Time outside of thermal comfort 
range - L1 L1 - L3 L1 L1 L1 - 
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2.4.1 Indicator 4.1 Indoor air quality 

Design indoor air conditions: It was difficult or impossible for testers to find information on categories 

in EN 16798 about ventilation rate, CO2 concentration and relative humidity (there exist numerous parts 

under EN 16798). In France we are not using these categories, only quantitative results are asked for. 

With an easy access to the tables included in this standard, this assessment does not require an extra 

work.  

Target air pollutants for source control: The knowledge of pollutant emissions is not possible at design 

stage. The French testers responded not with precise figures but with the help of the heath label of 

construction products, graduated from A+ to C class, once the product is clearly identified. 

The use of the health label of products in HQE certification is more efficient and easier to implement, 

because the health class is included as additional information in INIES EPDs (called FDES, ‘S’ meaning 

health). Indeed, the “Grenelle” environmental Act of July 12th 2010 stated that all construction and 

decoration products made available on the market, for indoor use, must be provided with a health label 

reflecting the level of VOC emissions (10 chemical substances including formaldehyde + Total VOC) 

from January 1st 2012. A 2011 Decree and related Order have defined the list of concerned products 

and the label specifications (figure 10). 

 

Figure 10: Product health label informing on VOC emissions in indoor air 

The so-called ELAN Act n° 2018-1021 of 23 november 2018, in its article 178, states: “A Decree in the 

Council of State defines: 1° For construction products and equipment, the procedures for calculating 

and formalizing the information necessary to comply with the requirements referred to in Article L. 111-

9, in particular: […] d) For certain categories of products and equipment, their impacts on the indoor 

air quality of the building”. This article applies to new buildings. The Decree is not published yet. 

2.4.2 Indicator 4.2 Time out of thermal comfort range 

The present situation in France is the following: 

– In the thermal regulation RT 2012 for new buildings: the indicator Tic (conventional indoor 
temperature) is calculated on a hot sequence of days in summer. The requirement is : Tic < 
Ticref . Calculation method and conventional assumptions led to critics, so this indicator will 
evolve next year.  

– In the thermal regulation RT-Ex for existing buildings under refurbishment: the indicator Tic (only 
in “overall’ regulation part, not in “by element” regulation part) is calculated with Tic < Ticref 

– HQE certification: For premises without mechanical cooling, the indicator is a percentage of 
time, over the year and for occupation periods, during which the operative temperature is out of 
an interval of comfort, or during which thermal comfort conditions are out of a polygon on the 
Givoni diagram (in the case where air movements can be created in the room). The 
requirements (in % of time) vary according to the French climatic zones. 

– E+C- experimentation: optional DIES indicator (developed some years ago by CSTB) which 
takes into account both the duration of discomfort (hours) and its intensity (based on PPD – cf. 
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ISO 7730) with consideration of adaptive comfort, the result being expressed in “weighted 
hours” 

– Future RE 2020 : a new thermal comfort indicator (with a threshold or requirement to meet) will 
be included, close to the DIES indicator tested in E+C- but expressed in degree-hours. 

Apart from the regulatory calculation, thermal comfort is generally assessed through dynamic thermal 

simulation, as it is the case for HQE certification. In ‘normal’ cases, it is not a frequent practice to 

implement such a simulation. When it is done, it is easy to calculate either a % of time of discomfort or 

a number of hours. However, a duration of discomfort is not really representative of its intensity.  

It is important to note that Level(s) requires 4 values of the time out of range (in %) : 

- For winter (heating season) and for summer (cooling season), 

- For premises without mechanical cooling and for premises with mechanical cooling, 

- Optionally, translation of the 4 results into a normative category (from I to IV) 

Most of time, when a dynamic simulation is done, it is only to identify overheating in summer in premises 

without mechanical cooling, because it may be critical. In the 3 other situations, there are solution-

oriented requirements. In France, the thermal environment categories are rarely used. So we prefer to 

choose our national calculation methods instead of default EU ones.  

The future indicator for RE 2020, inspired by DIES, should bring an interesting answer to Level(s) 

expectations. In addition, it is envisaged that if discomfort exceeds a certain limit, a fictive cooling 

system will be considered.  

2.5 Macro-Objective 5 – Adaptation and resilience to climate change 

Table 8: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 5 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Tool 5.1: Scenarios for projected future climatic 
conditions  - - - - - - - - - 

This macro-objective was not implemented by our French testers because of lack of time and lack of 

weather data. Indeed, there are no prospective weather data, harmonized and declined for the 

various French climatic regions or locations. For comparison or benchmark purposes, it is important 

to share consistent files, based on the same methodology, to address 2030 and 2050 weather 

conditions. 

The calculation of thermal comfort conditions in 10, 20 or 30 years is a good way to assess the 

resilience of the new and renovated buildings regarding global warming, for the health and well-being 

of people. The testers were interested in this topic, they found it relevant. This brings added value to 

the sustainability assessment of buildings.  

Currently, to address this issue on a voluntary basis, some actors make dynamic simulations with 

2003 weather data. That year, a long and intense heat wave occurred in summer, especially in 

August, having led to 15 000 premature deaths in France. Some R&D works are ongoing, for 

example in standardization, to progress on harmonized weather files including climate changes. In 

non-cooled spaces, we probably need risk-oriented methods to address occupier health risks. 

Specifications for adequate weather files: 
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- Public and transparent data sources,  

- Anticipating 2030 and 2050 climate,  

- Data needs: air temperature, solar irradiation, humidity, wind 

- Harmonized method of projection across EU 

- But also distinguishing diverse local/regional climatic conditions in each country 
 

2.6 Macro-Objective 6 – Optimised life cycle cost and value 

Table 9: Tested indicators and Tools of Level(s) in France according to the 9 buildings for Macro-objective 6 

Building 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Indicator 6.1: Life cycle costs - - - - - - - - - 
Indicator 6.2: Value creation and risk factors used used Used used used - Used used used 

This macro-objective 6 was not selected by French testers. 

2.6.1 Indicator 6.1 Life cycle costs 

To do a life cycle cost, a database is needed and for this test, French testers thought about European 

Commission database but this one is not free. The high cost of it can be a barrier for people. 

Furthermore, testers are not necessarily the owner of the building. That’s why the testers do not 

necessarily know when is planned maintenance and replacement. It is difficult for them to anticipate the 

operation and maintenance costs of the building and so to implement this macro-objective. 

The reel aim is information access. The interpretation differs due to, among other things, the variability 

parameters  

A free LCC tool is made available by the French government at: http://www.coutglobal.developpement-

durable.gouv.fr/. The trouble is the availability of valid input data. Conventions are needed to fix some 

calculation parameters influencing the result. 

The E+C- experimentation asks for detailed costs of all technical lots of works through a precise 

template. Some economic data were collected, not numerous, but there is a certain regional variability, 

so interpretation and generalization are difficult. 

2.6.2 Indicator 6.2 Value creation and risk factors 

Testers are used to make risk analysis because of in HQE certification: 

• Calculation methods are relatively well framed and established 

• Project-related data, assumptions and results must be explicitly justified 

• Input data for LCA: in E+C- method, priority is given to specific EPDs (verified and recent) 

corresponding to precise industrial products or equipment, if no such data, then EPD generators 

/ configurators may be used, and default-generic data are allowed only if specific EPDs or 

configurated ones are lacking 

• It is allowed to propose an “equivalence principle” (another approach or method addressing the 

same issue of concern, its validity being submitted to an expert). 

So, the quality of data and results is not assessed as such, but this concern is addressed indirectly. 

http://www.coutglobal.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/
http://www.coutglobal.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/
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3 Summary of strengths and weaknesses – Suggestions for 
improvement  

3.1 Strengths and weaknesses  

The development and implementation in France of HQE certification and E+C- method have influenced 

in a certain extent the Level(s) test in France, as some issues are already dealt with in our national 

schemes. 

Despite the fact our testers were relatively familiar with LCA practice at the product or building scale and 

HQE certification, the appropriation of the Level(s) methodology through the guidance documents and 

implementation on actual projects was perceived as complex and time-consuming. For some issues, 

there already exists a French method, for instance in HQE scheme, and some indicators or sub-

indicators don’t seem very appropriate regarding sustainability. Moreover, the lack of availability of some 

data is a barrier. 

The feedback has led to some statements and conclusions expressed below in terms of strengths and 

weaknesses. The workshop we organised on May 20th 2019 with French testers helped a lot in 

establishing them. 

3.1.1 Strengths 

Level(s) enables all European states to share a common language, knowledge and framework about 

sustainable buildings.  It is a core set of macro-objectives and indicators established by consensus after 

a step by step process involving all types of stakeholders.   

Level(s) framework, for its environmental assessment part, strongly relies on LCA standards 

developed by CEN TC350, mainly EN 15804 and EN 15978. France, as well as other countries like 

Finland, UK, The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, etc. has invested a lot of time for 15 years or more 

in the elaboration of these standards and in the devolpment of compliant databases (INIES5) and tools. 

Recently and presently CEN TC350 worked and continues to work on the revision of these standards 

under a revised EC mandate. The new EN 15804(+A2) is complete and the revision of EN 15978 has 

started this year (2019). In France, regulation on construction products claiming environmental 

properties and future energy and environment regulation for new buildings (RE 2020) relies greatly on 

these standards. France is also involved in several initiatives like Eco-Platform for harmonised practice. 

French actors who are involved both in Level(s) and CEN TC350 are happy that JRC will become soon 

a participating member in CEN TC350, it will allow for better cooperation and mutual enrichment 

between Level(s) and this TC. 

The Level(s) framework deals with consensual and crucial environmental issues as energy, climate 

change, materials, waste, water, includes health and comfort issues as many certification schemes, but 

 
 
5 INIES is the French reference database for construction products and equipment EPDs (respectively called 
“FDES” and “PEP”). In september 2019, INIES included 1497 FDES and 737 PEP, that is more than 2200 specific 
datasets, all verified, corresponding to more than 100 000 commercial references of products. The database also 
includes about 60 environmental declaration of services (“DES”, conventional data) and almost 750 default 
generic environmental declarations (“DED” provided by the Ministry). As a whole, INIES contains more than 3000 
data sets.. 
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also includes some new and tricky topics like resilience, risk and value, quality of data. It is a good 

point these challenging topics are discussed at European level, they can bring added-value to 

sustainable buildings assessment. 

Data quality in LCA and other assessment methods is an important issue, and several approaches may 

be used. This topic is under study in CEN TC350, there is currently a joint task group (WG1+WG3) 

dealing with data quality, under the EN 15978 revision. This is an advantage of Level(s) to address this 

issue with an explicit method on results and data reliability, included in the Macro-Objective 6. 

The three assessment levels, L1, L2 and L3 allow different assessment objectives. It is an answer 

to the requests of some stakeholders when elaborating Level(s): indeed, it appears necessary to adapt 

Level(s) to diverse skills, actors’ maturity and assessment objectives. However,  it complexifies the 

appropriation and application of the framework.. For the French testers, L1 and L2 are the most popular, 

and the objective of comparability of L2 was appreciated if comparison is on the same region/country 

with same methodology and for improvement to upgrade to Level 3.  

Due to the French E+C- experimentation (launched end of 2016), and to several initiatives like ADEME 

“LCA communities”, building LCA practice has increased in France, so that calculating the carbon 

footprint all along the life cycle of a building does not appear today as a challenging task to the testers. 

The helpdesk held by JRC, as well as the webinars organised by JRC in order to support testers in 

the appropriation of the framework and of the reporting rules, were appreciated by the testers. 

3.1.2 Weaknesses 

The guidance documents and related methodology were considered complex and difficult to 

understand. The split into two documents obliges the testers to navigate from one to the other very often, 

especially when the assessment level is not chosen yet. It was not easy to get familiar with the 

assessment requirements. Finally the reporting tables were perceived as more explicit and intuitive than 

the guidance document especially about the results expected.  

Implementing the framework was very time-consuming, especially gathering some data and making 

additional calculation and studies. Despite the fact that some studies were already performed, as the 

building LCA, the Level(s) test needed a lot of time, and some issues were not assessed because of 

lack of time. One tester achieved a total of 132 hours spent for appropriation of the method and 

implementation on a case-study where all calculations were made already.  

For some issues, for example macro-objetives 2 and 6, application requires additional work or studies, 

and consequently additional costs. This may be a barrier for some professionals, accentuated if the 

added value of the new indicators is not understood. 

Definitely, the necessity to establish the bill of materials and their breakdown into 4 categories, 

following the Eurostat data structure, is not easily applicable and the added-value is not proven. If the 

idea is to provide national data on materials consumed for construction and renovation to Eurostat, it 

would be more relevant to ask each year manufacturers of construction products and equipment, 

because they know the composition of their products and their sales figures in each country. 

Furthermore, the amount of materials arranged in the 4 categories (fossil energy materials, non-metallic 
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mineral materials, metal materials and biomass based materials) does not contribute to a sustainability 

assessment. LCA indicators (cf. EN 15804 and 15978) include two ADP indicators (abiotic depletion 

potential), one for fossil fuels and one for elements, taking into account resources scarcity. These 2 

indicators, even if they are neither perfect nor including all materials, are part of the 7 LCA indicators 

described in the “Overarching assessment tool 7: cradle to cradle LCA”. What is relevant for us is to 

consider products on their entire life cycle, not only raw materials. We may “think materials” for 

background data or heavy industry, but not for end products. From raw materials to an end product, 

there are a lot of additional processes to include, if we take the example of complex products like a 

boiler or a window. The French INIES database contains EPDs of construction products and equipment, 

with limited data on their composition, and very few data on raw materials. The building LCA is obtained 

with the sum of products and equipment EPDs on their entire life cycle (all modules A, B and C). So 

calculating the amounts of materials seems to us not easy and irrelevant.   

We have understood the rationale behind the three assessment levels L1, L2 and L3. What was 

disturbing is the variation of the perimeter of the system from one level to another. This feature was 

noticed in the macro-objective #3 (water) and also in the macro-objective #1 where the perimeter is 

different in L1 and L2 for LCA. Certainly the comparison of the results between the 3 levels is not an 

objective of Level(s), but for French actors it is disturbing because in France we are used to working at 

constant perimeter and for simplified application we use default or fixed values. This methodological 

point is an advantage when targets are to be set, because the targets don’t depend on the assessment 

level. This is not the case with Level(s) as it is today, and it will be confusing to juggle with different 

targets according to the perimeter or assessment level  considered.  

The L3 level is interesting for most of macro-objectives and would allow to go further than a normal 

assessment, but according to the testers, it would be too time consuming.  

The six macro-objectives of Level(s) form a relevant set of core indicators, but some testers regret that 

the following topics are not integrated yet: other health issues, biodiversity, different water resources, 

radioactive waste. 

For certain indicators, we have in France well established methods and calculation rules, sometimes 

included in our regulation, which differ a little or more significantly from Level(s) ones. It is not obvious 

to establish a rigorous bridge between the different methods, but they deal with the same issue, giving 

different results (when the reference service life for the buiding is 50 or 60 years) or using an indicator 

expressed in other terms (as for thermal comfort for instance). In order to avoid double working, allowing 

a “principle of equivalence” would be efficient. French stakeholders are interested in working with EC 

on this issue. 

Regarding sustainability, renovation of buildings is a big challenge for the coming years. Level(s) is 

well explained for new construction, but the methodological points linked to renovation of buildings are 

not detailed, especially when dealing with life cycle assessment. Level(s) should evolve on this topic, if 

possible hand-in-hand with CEN TC350 / WG1 where this topic is on the table for the revision of EN 

15978. 
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The Level(s) framework refers to several standards without giving operational contents, so the users 

have to read the standards contents separately or to buy them. This is a barrier in the appropriation and 

application of the framework. From another point of view, standards may evolve every five years and it 

is logical and cautious that a framekork refers to a standard, in general the more recent version. 

However, testers would prefer a stand-alone guidance document as far as possible. To solve this 

problem, a way of progress would be to facilitate access to standards in general. 

Some input data are not compatible with the provided Excel sheet (different square meters, different 

partitioning of building). More flexibility is necessary. 

Despite the efforts made by JRC and the support provided by Alliance HQE-GBC and its technical 

committee, the testers would like more educational support and training.   

3.2 France, already ready for Level(s)? 

According to new French market, building LCA is a more and more common practice now with « E+C-

» testing and it will be mandatory in 2020. Based mainly on EN 15978, the french method calculates 

all the environnemental indicators of the european standard : energy, water, waste, ressource 

depletion... here are about a dozen LCA building sofware on french market, wich use EPD. Even if 

EPD realization is still a volontary procedure, INIES database counts about 2000 EPD based on EN 

15804. Renovation market is less in advance on these subjects but renoved building LCA methodology 

exists and  was tested on severals buildings in 2018/2019. 

Ventilation and thermal performance are mastered subjects with our thermal regulations. We also have 

a regulation about product VOC émission label and indoor air quality assessment is upgraded in HQE 

building certification . HQE Performance protocol exists to measure indoor air pollutants since 2013.  

Water is also a mastered subject for new projects, HQE certification has developed a tool to estimate 

building’s water consumption by taking int account the use of rainwater with a day by day simulation, 

mixing rainfall data and water tank size. In E+C- experimentation, calculation of quantities of water is 

also assessed, taking into account the environmental impact of drinking water use, of wastewater 

treatment and rainwater management. 

HQE certification schemes, for new or refurbishment projects, allows to highlight good practices about 

resilience to climate change/hazards or relative global cost by offering methods to assess its.  

France moves forward on the circular economy subject by testing material flow analysis (MFA method) 

using french EPD. An HQE Performance testing phase has been carried out in 2019 on severals new 

and refurbishment buildings.This method allows to calculate indicators of circularity : recycled 

materials, reused materials, recyclable waste, transport intensity,... 

Figure 11 summarize the state of play of the Level(s) macroobjective in the French market and Annex 

5.3 (in French) show the alignment between HQE and Level(s). 

https://www.linguee.fr/anglais-francais/traduction/recyclable+waste.html
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Figure 11: state of play of the use of the Level(s) macroobjectives in France 

3.3 Suggestions for improvement  

The areas of improvement that we recommend are: 

• Continue to have 6 macro-objectives based on European standards but not to impose the 

calculation methodology too stricly, especially if it is already fixed by a regulation of the country. 

• Have appropriate data: 

o give priority to EPDs (compliant with EN 15804) for quality data: manufacturer-specific, 

verified, recent, full life-cycle data, adapted to the national context, easily accessible; 

o build public weather data that are sufficiently detailed for the assessment of resilience 

by 2030 and 2050; 

• Do not go towards the results but insist more on the transparency of the method: perimeter, 

sensitivity of the calculation model to the influential parameters, inclusion of certain phenomena 

(for example, consider rainwater recovery and use in the M.O. No. 3) and create a reporting 

checklist; 

• Include waste water treatment (sewerage) and refrigerant leakages into the perimeter 

because they lead to significant environmental impacts.  

• Avoid different evaluation perimeters according to L1, L2 or L3 levels, because it is a source of 

confusion. It seems important to us to homogenize the perimeters, this would also have the 

advantage of clarifying the understanding of the performance thresholds that could be 

associated with the indicators in the different countries (avoiding several thresholds linked to 

L1, L2 and L3 for the same indicator); 

• Specify the methodological rules for the application of Level(s) to renovated buildings 

because it is a big issue. One of example in France is the Alliance HQE-GBC methodology. 
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Adopted in early 2019, this method evaluate the environmental impacts of renovated buildings, 

following a methodological work with a working group and a test period in 20176; 

• Include concrete examples of assessment for each indicator into the guidance document, so 

as to be more pedagogic and explicit ; with a “tank” of modelling and results on more than 100 

buildings in Europe after the phase test, it would be relatively easy to select some of them as 

examples. 

• Have a more flexible reporting grid, which can be completed and adapted, rather than entering 

values in the boxes of a tool that is too formatted and too closed; 

• Do not impose a single tool, since Level(s) is not yet 100% successful and robust, but rely on 

local or national tools that have been proven; 

• Allow the use of "principles of equivalence", especially in terms of methods and tools, to avoid 

double-calculations without real added value. This would be useful and relevant in relation to 

French regulations (for example the RE 2020) and HQE certification schemes (when a practice 

has already been put in place for a significant share of the French market through certification); 

• Establish rules for the right to use the Level(s) brand and rely on national actors for 

dissemination. Indeed, if the aim is to properly spread Level(s) in Europe, it is important that 

the use of the Level(s) mark and logo is framed and protected (to prevent it from being used for 

greenwashing and lose value). It is also essential that the European Commission relies on 

recognized national players, in particular GBCs and certifiers, to disseminate it and rapidly scale 

up its use. 

• Level(s) should be concentrate on 2 different levels: one on the use phase and the other on life 

cycle.  

• Articulate normalization standards and Level(s) methodology. If there is no standard, set up 

working groups to work on it.  

3.4 Achieving a regulation on LCA for new buildings: success factors  

In France, an important step has been taken with the experimentation of the E+C- method and its 

adoption in labels and HQE certification. It is a real challenge to integrate the LCA of buildings into the 

regulations and it will be a great leap for professionals. 

 We believe several conditions must be met to achieve this: 

- First of all, a solid foundation constituted by a standardized methodological framework, 

translated into an operational method associated with a contextualized and reliable database 

for input data; 

 
 
6 Resources of the HQE-GBC Alliance for the study of renovated buildings LCA: 
http://www.hqegbc.org/respect-environnement/acv-indicateurs/acv-batiment-renovation/ 
Press release of February 2019: http://www.hqegbc.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/02/CP_Alliance_HQE-GBC_ACV_Re%CC%81novation_Fev_19.pdf 
 

http://www.hqegbc.org/respect-environnement/acv-indicateurs/acv-batiment-renovation/
http://www.hqegbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CP_Alliance_HQE-GBC_ACV_Re%CC%81novation_Fev_19.pdf
http://www.hqegbc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/CP_Alliance_HQE-GBC_ACV_Re%CC%81novation_Fev_19.pdf
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- Then one or more tools to facilitate the calculation of the LCA of buildings, producing 

standardized outputs, understandable for stakeholders, interpretable for decision support using 

scales or benchmarks; 

- Regional threshold and target values, to respectively ensure a minimum regulatory level of 

performance and/or reward with labels or other recognition signs,, ensure an optimal balance 

between environmental ambitions to achieve carbon neutrality in 2050 (among other objectives) 

and acceptable additional construction costs, introduce progressiveness in the requirements. 

The dynamic around these 4 elements must be achieved through a set of actions, starting with a 

voluntary approach and gradually moving to a regulatory approach: 

- The implementation of a label, certification, and/or experimentation to test the approach and 

tools with a group of voluntary professionals/member states, assess the maturity of the whole, 

improve the robustness and effectiveness of the 4 elements; 

- Increase awareness of the environmental challenges to be met and the climate emergency, 

develop training for stakeholders in concepts, methods, tools, databases, interpretation of 

calculated indicators, feedback; 

- Show the benefits of the approach in terms of new constraints, in the short and long term, in 

terms of real estate value, sustainability, risk reduction, and ultimately give stakeholders the 

desire to invest and progress, in particular in relation to an ambitious carbon trajectory; 

- Have a policy of wide dissemination of tools and practices (guides, case studies, etc.) so that 

the assessment of environmental impacts through LCA is accessible to all professionals, with 

acceptable time and cost; 

- Publish and launch the regulations once the previous steps have been validated, and support 

them with training, workshops to share experiences, guides and various aids. 

The following figure (12) illustrates this logic of moving from a voluntary and limited approach to a 

regulatory and massive approach using a triangle of 4 elements and a loop of actions. If one of the 

elements of the triangle fails or if certain actions are not effective, it will not succeed. All actors in the 

construction sector have a role to play in promoting the success of this transformation.  
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Figure 12: Success factors for the integration of building LCA from experimentation to regulation 

With regard to Level(s), and by extending the reflection to the 6 macro-objectives, the European 

Commission will have to study in detail the feedback from the test phase in the various EU countries, 

draw lessons for the future. If possible, it should assess the maturity of the 4 elements and the action 

loop, for the Level(s) instrument itself and in each EU country. 

4 Conclusion and next steps 

4.1 Conclusion  

The Level(s) framework, with its 6 macro-objectives, helps sustainability thinking and reinforces 

design choices. It has several themes in common with French regulations, labeling and 

certification schemes. Moreover, Level(s) allows for long-term thinking, including resilience, and 

does not forget the reliability of the data and results to make the assessment more credible. 

It is essential to develop this tool for the renovation of buildings, specifying the methodological 

rules in this case. 

Regarding environmental impacts, it is important to use specific data for products and equipment, that 

means, among other things, data adapted to the French context and recent. Data on raw materials 

are not enough, we must consider the finished product over its entire life cycle (all EPD modules). 

Indeed a product is considered as a whole and is sometimes not possible  to separate and recycle it 

even if raw materials could be. The scenarios and the background data must correspond to the current 

French context (transport distances and modes, energy sources used at different stages, 

environmental impacts of the national electric kWh, end-of-life scenarios occuring in France, etc.). 

When there is no specific EPD for a product or equipment, generic data may be used by default.  

We have already strong tools, regulations and practices on some of Level(s) macro-objectives but not 

exactly the same if you go through technical details. 

So applying Level(s) framework, as it is today, can imply: 

- to do twice an evaluation on a same macro-objectif 
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- make additional calculation just only to have a European statistic (cf. surface area, bill of 

materials …) 

- it is not possible to compare different buildings in different countries because the weather is 

different, soil is different… 

with no added value towards the sustainability of the project (or less value for exemple on Efficient 

use of water ) and additional costs. 

That is why LEVEL(s) :  

- would benefit form the experience of the sector/ member states by including  “principles of 

equivalence” and formalize it ; 

- could become a common language as it shows the road and improves knowledge. 

 

For example, this principle of equivalence could be as follows: 

- The countries who have no requirement and tool at national scale could use those available in 

Level(s). 

- The ones who have already sustainable certification schemes and tools for one or more 

macroobjectives could continue to work with, but those should be acceptable by JRC as an 

equivalence. These methodologies or tools could feed Level(s). 

- The others who have regulations in one macroobjective or more would continue using them and 

JRC and national authorities would consider merging  Levels and national tools when they would 

review them.  

- For those different cases, the reporting format would be the same and would mention the 

perimeter of the study and the methodology used. 

 

4.2 Next steps  

The European network of Green Building Councils (WGBC ERN) wants to be very involved in supporting 

the EC in the dissemination of Level(s) in the different Member States. Beyond the aspects of awareness 

and promotion, we outline below a strategy declined in concrete actions. 

The European network of GBCs, key stakeholders (public and private) and volunteering Member States 

should, for the next steps, identify concrete actions to accompany the EC (with the help of the JRC) in 

the operational improvement and deployment of Level(s) in the various European countries. This 

network could play the role of facilitator and effective relay (in both directions) between the GBCs of the 

different countries and the EC, while also formulating recommendations, in the light of feedbacks and 

actions. Beforehand, in each country, it is important to draw lessons from the test phase and share them 

between GBCs as well as with the EC and the JRC. 

Here are some actions that could be implemented by the European network of GBCs (as a network or 

at the level of the GBC of each country) helped by JRC and national authorities:   
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- Creation and animation of national communities of actors to help the training and support of 

professionals in the practice of life cycle calculations and associated tools, as well as the tools 

of other macro-objectives (dynamic simulation, life cycle cost ...);            

- Assistance to an action plan : identification and prioritization of the issues to be solved and 

obstacles to be removed following the test phase, including identification of weak points or 

delays in various countries, research and proposal of resources and appropriate means to move 

forward, according to contexts;             

- Recommendations to help gradually remove the methodological hurdles ;            

- Building on existing R&D structures, public and private, possible work in network, in order to 

progress on certain methodological or technical questions ;            

- Support equivalence principles between Level(s) and the indicators of national regulations ;            

- Support to certifiers to help the convergence of Level(s) and their technical frameworks ;            

- Support for the production of EPDs (with the assistance of manufacturers) ;            

- Operational support, stakeholder liaison, project setup, to fill the gaps found during the test : for 

example need of weather files for 2030 and 2050 to meet the macro-objective of resilience, 

bridges between surface units , formalization of a harmonized evaluation approach adapted to 

the renovation of buildings, etc. ;             

- Suggestions to improve Level(s) tools to avoid extra or duplicate time that does not add value, 

and reduce assessment time and costs ;            

- Facilitation of exchanges and sharing of experiences between countries to improve, accelerate, 

support the practical implementation of Level(s), to increase visibility of feedback from the most 

advanced countries to guide the progress of other countries ;            

- Identification of possible mutualizations between GBCs or between countries in order to 

optimize efforts ;            

- Organization of feedback from various stakeholders to the EC and related 

recommendations ;            

- Work with the EC to develop a medium-to-long term roadmap for the deployment, extension 

and use of Level(s) in Europe;            

- Communication in different forms or formats, adapted to different targets, taking into account 

the specificities of different countries.          

A new project has been accepted by LIFE programme, which aims to accompany the deployment of 

Level(s) by 8 national GBCs, including Alliance HQE-GBC. Led by the Spanish GBC, this project was 

launched on October 29th 2019 in Spain (kick-off meeting). It will last 2 years. 

This initiative is a great opportunity to implement some of the actions listed above.  

This project is divided into 4 phases: 
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- Phase 1: Aligning green rating tools with Level(s) 

- Phase 2: Identifying and overcoming data challenges 

- Phase 3: Incorporating Level(s) LCA and LCC Indicators into Public Procurement 

- Phase 4:  Rolling out capacity building programmes 

The Annex 5.2.2., which is the presentation prepared for the Level(s) workshop of the “Cities to be” 

congress, gives at the end more details on this LIFE project and its 4 phases.  

 

To sum up, France is eager to participate in the improvement of Level(s) framework and a new 

test phase, in order to progress towards a sustainable European built environment. 
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5 ANNEXES 

5.1 Slides of E+C- experimentation – 29/11/17 
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5.2 Slides of “Cities to be” – 13/09/2019 

5.2.1 Slides of Level(s) French experimentation – conference session 
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5.2.2 Level(s) experiment feedback and improvement – conference session 
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5.3 Slide of HQE and Level(s) (in French) – 29/11/2017 
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